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Abstract – Robots are increasingly being used to monitor and even participate in social interactions with animals in
their own environments. Robotic animals enable social behaviors to be observed in natural environments, or
specifically elicited under the control of an experimenter. It is an open question to what extent animals will form
positive social connections with such robots. To test this, we familiarized rats to two rat-sized robots, one exhibiting
“social” behaviors, including helping, while the other was also mobile but not helpful. When given an opportunity to
release the robots from restrainers, as they do for conspecifics, we found that rats did release the robots, and moreover,
were significantly more likely to release the helpful than the unhelpful robot. These findings indicate that robots can
elicit helpful behavior from rats, and that rats will even discriminate between robots on the basis of their behaviors.
Keywords – Rat, Robot, Reciprocity, Pro-social

The power of social robots – robots that help study and engage in social behavior – lies in their
ability to move effectively in an animal’s environment, and even to elicit behaviors of interest (Frohnwieser,
Murray, Pike, & Wilkinson, 2016; Le Maho et al., 2014; Macedonia, Clark, Riley, & Kemp, 2013; Partan,
Fulmer, Gounard, & Redmond, 2010; Partan, Larco, & Owens, 2009; Partan, Otovic, Price, & Brown, 2011;
Patricelli, Coleman, & Borgia, 2006; Patricelli, Uy, Walsh, & Borgia, 2002; Ruberto, Polverino, & Porfiri,
2017; Rundus, Owings, Joshi, Chinn, & Giannini, 2007; Veling, 2017). It is easy for an animal to be
frightened by a robot and freeze or avoid it (Shi et al., 2011, Shi, Ishii, Kinoshita, Konno, et al., 2013; Shi
Ishii, Kinoshita, Takanishi, et al., 2013; Shi, Ishii, Sugahara, et al., 2015; Shi, Ishii, Tanaka, et al., 2015),
but can a robot be accepted as a benign companion, or even elicit pro-social behaviors, such as behaviors
that provide help or comfort, from an animal? Although the definition of “pro-social” is broad, many types
of pro-social behavior involve cooperation (working together to achieve a goal), reciprocity (paying back
to the agent who helped them or paying forward after being helped,), and helpful action, including
performing a set of actions that confer an alleviation of distress (Eisenberg et al., 1989). For example,
humans feel obligated to “return the favor” towards a specific individual when an act of kindness is directed
towards them (Watanabe et al., 2014), and will exert effort to help others in need of help (Fehr
& Fischbacher, 2003; Sober & Wilson, 1998). Recent work on reciprocity and helping, in the sense of
alleviating distress, has revealed that these types of pro-social behavior are not limited to humans, but are
found in many cooperative species including reciprocal food sharing in hyenas (Owens & Owens, 1984),
ravens (Heinrich & Marzluff, 1995) and vampire bats (Wilkinson, 1984), allomothering in African
elephants (Lee, 1987) and long-tailed tits (Hatchwell, Gullett, & Adams, 2013), directed rescue behavior
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in ants (Nowbahari, Scohier, Durand, & Hollis., 2009), tool provision in chimpanzees (Yamamoto et al.,
2013, consoling behavior in bonobos (Clay & de Waal, 2013), and cooperation, reciprocity, and helping in
rodents (Ben-Ami Bartal, Decety, & Mason, 2011, Ben-Ami Bartal, Rodgers, Bernardez Sarria, Decety, &
Mason, 2014; Rutte & Taborsky, 2007a, b; Sato, Tan, Tate, & Okada, 2015).
In fact, rodents seem to make complicated appraisals concerning the nature and extent of help that
has been extended to them. For example, rats will help unrelated rats more if the unrelated rats were
previously helpful to them, than if they did not offer help, indicating they have a form of “direct” reciprocity
(Rutte & Taborsky, 2007a; Roberts, 2008; Trivers, 1971). Additionally, if given a choice, rats will select
an alternative that results in food reward for both themselves and a partner, rather than themselves alone,
suggesting that they are capable of displaying food sharing, a behavior that is often considered a form of
generosity (Hayes, Ullman, Alexander, Bank, & Scassellati, 2014). There is even some evidence that rats
show a form of indirect reciprocity (Alexander, 1987), and will “pay it forward,” by rewarding an unknown,
unrelated rat that has never rewarded them, but only if they have experienced reward previously provided
by other rats (Rutte & Taborsky, 2007b). Rats have also been shown to release a trapped cage mate from a
restrainer and from an enclosure of water, possibly indicating a form of empathy, which may be defined as
the ability to affectively discern the distress of another (Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2014; Sato et al., 2015).
Whereas such pro-social behavior seems clearly to exist between rats, it is an open question whether any
type of pro-social behavior could extend to a completely alien being such as a robot, and if so, under what
conditions. If rats do act pro-socially towards robots this would greatly enhance the conditions under which
robots may be used as tools to study social behavior. The ability to control for one or a few variables, such
as movement, allows for an increased likelihood in discovering the sufficient conditions under which prosociality may be elicited. And while it has been shown that rats will extend pro-social behaviors towards
non-kin and even to different strains of rats (Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2014), if they are to do so towards
artificial entities, this would provide insight into how such extension occurs.
There is a long history of the effect of movement on sociality; animacy and intentionality can be
read even from the movement of simple shapes (Barrett, Todd, Miller, & Blythe, 2005; Heider & Simmel,
1944; Lasseter, 2001; Thomas & Johnston, 1995), of other non-human forms (Blythe, Todd, & Miller,
1999), and even by infants (Jones & Davis, 1965). Recent studies have shown that intentions can be
communicated and emotions can be evoked purely through observing the way robots move. This is made
particularly evident in the work of Hoffman (2013), and Hoffman and Ju (2014) who showed that, like the
Pixar lamp animation (Lasseter, 1986), inanimate objects can be considered animate if the proper
movements, and especially the temporal dynamics of the movements, are displayed through the intentions
of the human animating it (Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007). Thus, it is possible that, through movement
alone, rats will differentiate between two robots and treat them in a distinct manner.
To test whether rats display pro-social behaviors toward an artificial agent, we examined their
inclination to help a robot that previously interacted with and helped them. Pairs of rats were initially
observed and video recorded while in an enriched environment, so as to learn the types of social interactions
frequently displayed among them. The rats were then trained to open the door of an enclosure that held
their trapped cage mate. Once they learned to open the door, they were introduced to two similar, but
visually and olfactorally distinct robots. The two rats and two robots were placed in the enriched
environment with several objects to play with. One of the robots was deemed the social robot, engaging in
rodent-like social behaviors including following, mirroring, exploring, and playing with toys. This was
done through experimenter manipulation of the robot’s movement alone. The other robot was mobile, but
expressed only minimal behaviors such as moving forwards and backwards and side to side (Video 1).
After the rats became familiar with the robots in the enriched environment, each rat was trapped in
the enclosure, and was released by the helpful robot three times while the other robot performed random
movements in the arena (Video 2). The rats were then given the opportunity to open the door of two
enclosures, one that trapped the helpful robot and one that trapped the unhelpful robot (Figure 1). Our
hypothesis was that the rats would release both robots given that both of the robots were highly familiar,
and that opening doors may have been somewhat reinforcing, but would show preferential opening behavior
to the robot that was social and helpful.
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Figure 1. Storyboard of a typical rat’s behavior with the helpful robot. A. The helpful robot pushes the lever to release a rat from
the restrainer. B. A typical nose to “nose” check from the rat following robot opening the door. C. A rat viewing the helpful robot
trapped in the restrainer. D. The rat moves directly from viewing the trapped robot to side of the restrainer where the lever is
located. E. The rat presses the lever to open the door for the helpful robot (note the gaze of the rat towards the robot). F. The rat
interacts with the robot immediately following door opening.

Methods
Animals and Housing
All animal procedures were performed in accordance with National Institutes of Health (NIH) and
local Institutional Animal Care and Use (IACUC) guidelines. Eight adult, male Sprague-Dawley rats
(Harlan Laboratories) were used as subjects. Beginning at 6 weeks old, the rats were housed in pairs and
maintained on a 12h light/dark cycle. Rats were chosen to be housed together in pairs as it has been
previously shown that rats will release other rats from enclosures if they live in a dyadic environment (BenAmi Bartal et al., 2011). They were acclimated to the colony room for 5 days, during which they had ad
libitum access to food and water. The rats were handled daily for 1.5 weeks before beginning the
experiment. Rats were 8 weeks old when the experiment began. All behavioral testing occurred during the
rats’ light cycle.
Robots, Enriched Environment, and Restrainer
Robots. Two wheeled robots (Wiles, et al., 2012) were used in this experiment. Each robot had
dimensions 180 mm (L) x 100 mm (W) x 70 mm (H) and weighed 0.6 kg, with a run time of 120 min
powered by a rechargeable Li-Ion battery. The two robots differed in color: one was white with green
markings, and the other was white with red markings. Because red and green may be difficult for rats to
disambiguate, the red robot also had several pieces of paper adhering to the body case to make it visually
distinguishable from the green robot.
For the purposes of this experiment, the red robot was programmed to act in a repetitive manner
that was not supposed to be conducive to social interaction. Such behaviors included: looping around the
same area and repetitive backward and forward or side-to-side motion. Conversely, the green robot was
controlled remotely by the experimenter (known as the Wizard of Oz (WoZ) technique in robotics (Kelley,
1984; Riek, 2012) in order to respond to the social demands of the environment in real time. The wheeled
locomotion of both robots was limited to ~0.5 m/s.
In order to further differentiate the robots, and to account for the Sprague Dawley’s low spectral
acuity (Jacobs, 1993) and high olfactory sensitivity, a small cotton pad (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) was daubed with
myrrh essential oil (Healing Solutions, Scottsdale, AZ) and placed in the hindmost portion of the green
robot under its plastic shell. The same was done for the red robot, this time with frankincense essential oil
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(Healing Solutions, Scottsdale, AZ). These two odors were chosen due to their equivalent preference
profiles (Geoffrey Schoenbaum, personal communication) and inclusion in the same category of odor
(woody). However, to ensure that rats do not show preference for one of the odors over the other, we
performed an olfactory preference task.
Enriched Environment Arena. A concentric plastic arena (114 cm total diameter), with an outer
track (10 cm) separated by an inner wall (13 cm height) and surrounded by an outer wall (8 cm height), was
used during testing. A circular sheet of Plexiglas (97 cm) was put atop of the inner arena to ensure smooth
movement of the robot. The enriched environment (EE) consisted of seven store-bought toys for rodents,
some or all of which were used on a given day. The toys were randomly distributed by the experimenter,
but placed in a manner that would allow for free movement around the arena by both the rats and the robots.
Restrainer. Two identical custom designed Plexiglas restrainers (15.3 cm x 29.2 cm x 15.3 cm JM
Specialty Parts, San Diego, CA) were used in the experiment. The size of the restrainer allowed the rat to
move around freely within it and allowed for the robots to fit inside. The lateral and top walls of the
restrainer each had 36 circular openings (1 cm diameter holes) that allowed for multimodal interaction
between the rats. The door of the restrainer contained no holes and was controlled by a lever located on the
left of the restrainer. The door would open to the side if enough pressure was applied to the lever. A metal
weight (50.3 g) was strapped to the lever to facilitate door opening. Typically, the lever was activated when
the rat would press it with one or both forepaws; however, instances in which rats opened the door by
pressing the lever with other body parts happened on occasion. The restrainers were placed in the concentric
arena after the enriched environment session was over and the toys were removed.
Experimental Procedure
Habituation to enriched environment phase. In order to habituate the rats to the environment,
paired rats were placed in the enriched environment arena for 30 min on days 1- 4 and 20 min on days 511 to allow for acclimation to the enriched environment and to the room they would be tested in. Interactions
with the environment, and each other, were observed and recorded.
Restrainer training phase. On days 12-38, rat pairs were initially placed in the enriched
environment and allowed to explore it for 15 min on days 12-20 and for 10 min from day 21 on. After the
enriched environment, the rats were returned to their cages, while the toys were cleared from the arena and
a restrainer was placed against the inner wall of the concentric surface. A barrier was placed around the
inner wall of the outer track to circumscribe the testing arena. Afterwards, one of the rats in the pair was
marked with non-toxic ink. The rat with no markings was placed in the Plexiglas restrainer (trapped rat),
while the marked rat was placed outside (partner rat). The partner rat was allowed 300 s to open the
restrainer. If the partner rat failed to open the restrainer during the allocated time, the trapped rat was
released from the restrainer to avoid excessive distress. In order to eliminate potential odor and cuing
effects, an experimenter used a tool (long thin rod) to press the lever from a point where the rat could not
see the experimenter. The rats were allowed to interact for 60 s after the door was opened. Afterwards, the
trapped rat was placed back in the restrainer and a new trial began. Every three trials, the rats swapped
roles. The rats performed a total of 35 trials. This was sufficient to indicate learning of the task contingencies
(that pressing the lever resulted in opening the restrainer door) in all of the rats that were tested, each having
reached a criterion of 80% opening for their partner.
Introduction of robots in the enriched environment arena. On day 39, the two robots were
introduced in the enriched environment arena with both rats simultaneously. The “social” robot was
controlled remotely, by the experimenter, to follow the rats as they played and also to interact with the toys,
with which the rats were engaging. In the meantime, the “asocial” robot, repeatedly made back and forth
and side to side movements. This occurred for four consecutive days, until each rat became fully adjusted
to the robot and no longer showed any freezing behavior in their presence.
Rats initially were fearful of the robots, peering out at them from a safe location. Because of this,
during early encounters in the environment, the social robot, was guided to show non-threatening types of
behaviors such as backing up when the rats peered at it and never directly following. During this period,
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the experimenter manipulated the robot in a way that the rats would not become permanently frightened of
the robots, for example by not getting too close to the rats, or by backing up the robot when the rats appeared
frightened. When rats were more comfortable with the robots, the social robot was controlled in such a way
as to indicate sociality. To achieve this, robotic movement included following the rats from a far enough
distance so as not to be threatening, mirroring (for example, going to the same objects as the rats) and
interacting with the toys, as well as simple individualistic movement around the environment.
Exposure to the “social” and “asocial” robots in the restrainer condition. On day 43, the paired
rats were placed in the enriched environment along with the robots. After 10 min, the rats were returned to
their cages while the toys were cleared from the arena and the restrainer was placed against the inner wall
of the concentric surface. The barrier was also installed to ensure the rats could not see the experimenters.
One of the paired rats was placed inside the restrainer and both robots were placed in the arena. After
spending 30 s in the restrainer, the trapped rat was released by the helpful robot. The helpful robot was
controlled by the experimenter, who was observing the experiment through a video monitor, and would
press the lever only when the trapped rat was looking at it. In the meantime, the unhelpful robot, was also
visible and performed very minor movements while the door was opened, then began its normal random
movements. The rat was allowed to interact with the robots and the environment for 60 s and then placed
back in the restrainer. After three trials, the rat was returned to his cage.
Behavioral recordings. To monitor and record behavior, a monochrome CCTV video camera
(Panasonic WV-BP332) was placed above the experimental arena and a polychrome digital video camera
(Canon Vixia HFG10) was situated next to it. The monochrome camera was linked via a video card to a PC
exclusively allocated for this experiment.
Preference test with robots in restrainers. In order to examine whether there was a preference to
open the restrainer for the robot that performed helpful and “social” actions over the randomly moving
robot, immediately following the arena experiment, each of the rats separately performed the following
preference test. Two identical restrainers were placed in the arena, each containing one of the robots. One
of the paired rats was put in the arena and allowed 120 s to open the restrainer(s). The times of opening
were recorded. If the rat opened the restrainer, it was allowed to remain in the arena and interact with the
robots for 60 s. The rat was then taken out of the arena, the robots swapped restrainers, the restrainers were
positioned in a different location within the arena, and a new trial started. After three trials, the rat was
returned to his cage. This experimental procedure was repeated once a day for 6 days.
Odor preference control task. Twelve male Sprague-Dawley rats, that were not used in the main
experiment, were used for the odor preference task. In order to determine whether rats show a preference
for either Frankincense or Myrrh, we performed an odor preference task on rats naïve to the different
odors. Three saltshakers filled with black sand were infused with drops of either frankincense, myrrh, or
mineral oil (the latter serving as a control). Each rat underwent six, 1-minute trials. Two trials of mineral
oil, two trials of myrrh oil and two trials of frankincense oil were presented within a cage and randomized
in order. The mean time each rat spent actively sniffing the saltshaker was calculated. This was done for
two days for a total of 12 trials per rat.
Statistical Methods
On a given trial, the rat could 1) open the door for only the helpful robot 2) open the door for only
the unhelpful robot, 3) open the door for both robots, or 4) not open any doors on that trial. Analyses were
based on values from 6 days (3 trials per day) for eight rats. Thus, door opening for each rat was calculated
as a probability across 18 trials of the experiment. Given that the number and duration of interactions
between each pair of rats and the robots were not collinear, and that the rats were tested individually
(without their cage mate), we considered each rat as a unit. Thus, the number of samples for each of the
above statistical comparisons was eight.
Opening for robots. Here we looked at the probability of opening for robots generally, which
includes opening for helpful only, opening for unhelpful only, and opening for both, within a given trial.
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Opening for helpful robot. We then proceeded to test the hypothesis that rats would demonstrate
a preference for a robot that exhibited helpful behavior. To test this hypothesis, we used one-tailed
Wilcoxon signed rank test (MATLAB, Mathworks) comparing the probability of opening the door for the
helpful robot vs. the unhelpful robot regardless of which one was opened first, or if rats opened for only
one robot.
Additionally, we quantified whether each rat opened more (signified by a greater number of total
door openings) for a given robot (helpful or unhelpful).
Opening for the helpful robot only. We then tested the hypothesis that rats opened more
frequently for the helpful robot. We looked at the cases where rats opened only for one robot and compared
the probability of opening for the helpful robot vs the unhelpful robot.
We used one-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test (MATLAB, Mathworks) to compare the probability
of opening a door for only the helpful robot as compared to the probability of opening a door for only the
unhelpful robot.
Results
Rats clearly engaged in opening doors for robots (Figure 2A). Rats opened the doors for at least
one robot 76.4% of the time they had the opportunity. The remaining 23.6% of the time, they opened no
doors.
Rats also demonstrated a significant preference for the helpful robot over the unhelpful robot
(despite often opening the door for both). One-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test comparing the probability
of opening the door for the helpful robot vs. the unhelpful robot (please note, that this is door opening in
general and it was possible to open the door for both) revealed a significant difference (W = 33; p = .019;
median = 0.528 (helpful), 0.472 (unhelpful)). This preference for door opening is depicted in Figure 2B
(also see Video 3). Additionally, seven of eight rats demonstrated a greater number of openings for the
helpful robot and one rat demonstrated a greater number of openings for the unhelpful robot, as depicted in
Figure 2C.

Figure 2. A) Rats frequently open for robots who are trapped in an enclosure. Center line = median. Top = 75 th percentile, bottom
= 25th percentile B) Rats often open doors for both the helpful and unhelpful robot. However, they exhibited a preference for
opening doors for the helpful robot. Center line = median. Top = 75th percentile, bottom = 25th percentile * p < .05 C) Seven out of
eight rats opened more frequently for the helpful robot.

In observing the probability of opening only for the helpful robot as compared to only for the
unhelpful robot (in cases where they did not open for both), it became evident that there was a strong
preference to open only for the helpful robot (see Figure 3). The results of the one-tailed Wilcoxon sign
rank test on the empirical data (MATLAB, Mathworks) comparing the probability of opening a door for
only the helpful robot as compared to the probability of opening a door for only the unhelpful robot was
significant (W = 32.5; p = .023; median = 0.295 (helpful) 0.194 (unhelpful).
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Figure 3. When rats open only for one robot in a given trial, they are more likely to open the door for the helpful robot than the
unhelpful robot. Center line = median. Top = 75th percentile, bottom = 25th percentile. *p < .05.

Differences between sniffing times for the three odors were non-significant. (Friedman test p
= .904). This is taken to indicate that the rats had no basic preference for any of the three odors tested
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Odor preference task. Pairwise comparisons were made between Frankincense, Myrrh, and Mineral oil. There were no
significant differences between sniffing times of any of the three odors presented to the rats. Y-axis units are in seconds. Center
line = median. Top = 75th percentile, bottom = 25th percentile. *p < .05.
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Discussion
Although the nascent field of social robotics has made important advancements in human/robot
prosocial interactions (Hayes et al., 2014), and there is some evidence that children consider robots as social
beings (Meltzoff, Brooks, Shon, & Rao, 2010; Scassellati, Admoni, & Matarić, 2012; Tanaka, Cicourel, &
Movellan, 2007), this is the first study to suggest that rats can show pro-social-like behaviors toward
artificial entities. It is particularly important because of the minimal design of the robots. The robots were
approximately the size of a real rat but had no other features in common with them. Specifically, the robots
had no facial features, did not have legs or a tail, did not release pheromones or distress calls, and did not
move in a biologically natural way. Social interaction was stimulated solely through types of movement
that signified either social engagement or embodied helpful acts by opening the restrainers. During the
enriched environment period, an experimenter controlled the robotic rat to mimic the types of behaviors
that rats display toward each other and toward the inanimate objects within their environment. Here, the
experimenter is essential not just to control the robot in the moment, but also to observe the rats and predict
the interaction dynamics for proper short-term timing. Such WoZ control is used widely in robotics in order
to have sufficient influence over the robotic behavior required for the task at hand (Reik, 2012).
When given the opportunity, rats released the robots from the restrainers. Importantly, the rats’
opening behavior was different for the two robots whose movements and actions were differentially
“social”. This indicates that the social-like movements of the robot were sufficient to elicit preferential
behavior towards it. That the rats showed a preference between the two robots suggests that, along with
humans, rats are susceptible to the way in which inanimate objects can become animated through the
experimenters’ understanding of affect and sociality. The Wizard of Oz technique was used to animate the
robots in the hope that the human eye could approximate a social counterpart. In doing so, it may have
conferred some characteristics, providing a form of animacy to the rat that altered the rats’ behavior. The
robot-rat interactions differ from previous studies, at a functional level, as the simple movements of the
robots did not just convey intention or emotion, but also effected the first embodied helpful acts by opening
the restrainers, providing the opportunity to address the extent to which rats impart pro-sociality to an
artificial being.
Numerous studies indicate that rats show a variety of behaviors towards each other that suggest
pro-sociality, including reciprocity of different types (Rutte & Taborsky, 2007a, b) and even altruism (Rice
& Gainer, 1962; Wrighten & Hall, 2016) and empathy (Atsak et al., 2011; Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2011;
Sato et al., 2015). Whereas these studies point to possible altruism between rats, it is extremely difficult to
assess this in any study given the lack of ability to query the animals on the motivations behind their actions.
Even in humans, where we can obtain verbal reports of whether they are acting altruistically, motivations
can be misattributed and introspection unreliable (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977).
Moreover, in some of the previous studies where rats released other rats from restrainers (Ben-Ami
Bartal et al., 2011), or from water (Sato et al., 2015), the interactions that followed the release of the trapped
rat could have acted as a reinforcing event for the “helpful” rat (Vasconcelos, Hollis, Nowbahari, &
Kacelnik, 2012). The opening behavior could be explained by a need to be in proximity to the conspecific,
rather than the expression of empathy or altruism towards it. (Schwartz, Silberberg, Casey, Kearns, &
Slotnick, 2017, but see Ben-Ami Bartal et al., 2014 for a strong control on the issue of proximity). In our
study, rats had already learned to open the door for their cage mates prior to being introduced to the robots,
so their behavior towards the robots may also have been due to a conditioned response realized from the
fact that previous openings were reinforcing (Burkart, Fehr, Efferson, & van Schaik, 2007; MarshallPescini, Dale, Quervel-Chaumette, & Range, 2016). Although we cannot rule out this possibility, it is
important that the rats found releasing the robots reinforcing; moreover, it does not explain why the rats
distinguished between the two robots. The fact that the “helpful” robot released them and showed “social”
behaviors towards them may have been sufficient for the rats to exhibit preference for that robot and extend
their opening behavior to the other robot as well, albeit at a significantly reduced level. Although our
experiment has not fully answered the question of reciprocity it is consistent with previous work on
reciprocity in conspecifics. As described above, rats show both direct and indirect reciprocity towards other
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rats. In our experiment, the differential responses to the two robots may indicate that the rats are showing a
form of direct reciprocity to the helpful robot and indirect reciprocity (of the pay it forward type) to the
unhelpful robot as they do with conspecifics (Rutte & Taborsky, 2007a, b). However, further experiments
need to be done to fully understand whether rats in fact show reciprocity to robots and, if so, what type.
As technology invades social ecosystems, it is essential to learn how far social behaviors extend to
artificial life forms and conversely, the extent to which artificial life forms affect social culture. This has
implications for robot design, because, as robots become social actors, their behavior has the potential to
impact – both positively and negatively – cultural norms. The restrained robot task suggests that rats can
extend prosocial-like behaviors towards robots, and, moreover, that the robot’s behaviors influence the
extent of these behaviors in the rats. Pro-social behaviors are essential for the survival of most species, and
are so pervasive that, in many animals as well as humans, they extend beyond conspecifics to other species.
The increased opening behavior elicited by the “social” and helpful robot as compared to its randomly
behaving counterpart indicates that even rats can demonstrate pro-social behavior that extends considerably
beyond kinship.
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